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*dated condition through lack of repairs and paint, cleared
land going back to niaouli and lantana scrub through neglect.
One has the impression of a colony being run on the cheap,
not because of a poverty of means, but because of an absurd
belief on the part of the whites that to actually participate
in the work on the land is to be degraded to coolie level.
An interesting relic of the old days exists in Bourail, at
the 'Ecole des Jeunes Filles' (Girls' School), which in former
times was the convent of the Sisters of St. Joseph de Cluny
—the scene of an institution known as the 'Mariage de
Bourail' (Bourail Wedding). The convent—or 'House for
Correction of Females' as it was then known—was a type
•of prison for female deportees. To facilitate the develop-
ment of the country, liberes—liberated convicts—were
.allowed to come to the convent on certain Sundays after mass,
and select their future brides—any marriages contracted
before they left Europe having been conveniently cancelled
by the authorities. Once the choice was made, the courtship
.took place—under the strict supervision of the Mother
Superior—each Sunday, until the pair were well enough
acquainted to get married, usually after two or three meetings.
When there was a sufficient number of couples ready to
warrant the trouble, a mass wedding would be held at the
Town Hall, following which the whole village would
celebrate with a grand ball. My host was able to describe
the ceremony with great detail, having attended a super-
wedding feast following the tie-up of twenty-one couples.
The newly wedded pairs were given a grant of land and a
house by the government, and were free to start life over
again.
Continuing on from Bourail, the next village of importance
is Poya, where we arrived in the full heat of the day.
Poya is one of the loveliest places in the island—with sleek,
prime cattle tip to their middles in luscious paspalum grass,
in small sheltered paddocks hedged with great clumps of
feathery, waving masses of bamboo ; with fields of coffee,
the plants weighed down under the load of close-packed
.green coffee beans. Poya, with its steely-blue river, its air

